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Message from the Chairman
Welcome to all our East Antrim Old Vehicle Club Members. Due to

Covid-19 All meetings, events etc. have been cancelled until
further notice, please take care and stay safe.
William Peoples (Chairman)

THE EAOVC 2020 SECOND QUARTER NEWS LETTER
Hello Fellow Classic Car Enthusiasts
Unfortunately the Coronavirus pandemic continues to dominate our
lives and we are all suffering because of it. 2020 is turning out to be a
very unforgettable year with many heartaches and challenges to be
overcome. But we belong to an indomitable band of strong people in
the EAOVC and we will endure and survive, just as our forefathers
have done for many years. To quote Captain Tom Moore, (now: Sir
and an honorary Colonel) “tomorrow is going to be a good day” Then
so it will be with our little band of members here to support each other
and look forward to the time when “we will meet again” and once more
enjoy our happy regular meetings and shared common passion for all
things classic car related. Your committee had planned an excellent
programme of events for us all to enjoy this year, but they are not
cancelled, merely postponed until it is deemed safe to do so in the
future. Our nominated charity Autism NI is now carried over to 2021.
GOOD NEWS: The Minister for infrastructure (Nicola Mallon) has said
that when things get back to normal, she will put into place a law which
shall exempt vehicles over 40 years old (1980) from requiring an MOT.
Effectively your car by law will only require insurance, although you will
have to tax your car (no fee) electronically or at your local post office.
You can if you wish still apply to have a Vehicle MOT - info from:
Martin Waterworth. (AOVC Chairman)
Everyone has a story to tell which they themselves may not think is of
interest, but it is always good for others to be aware of the unusual and
sometimes crazy things that have happened to our members. So I
have taken a look at some of our individual member’s different stories
and written about them in this newsletter for your enjoyment.
Your Editors’ have tried this month to find articles of interest, jokes etc.,
to brighten your day and keep all of us EAOVC members united.
Please keep up your spirits and don’t be downhearted, tomorrow will
be a good day and we will all meet again.
Take care and stay safe

Olivia

At what age does a car become classic?
Is your ‘classic car’ your pride and joy? Is it a genuine classic or are
you talking about that rusty old banger in the garage? Well, you might
be surprised to learn that even if it’s a dodgy tin can on wheels, it could
still be a classic. That’s because the definition is pretty fluid, depending
on who you ask.

When does an old car become a classic car?
In truth, there’s not really a definitive answer. Some enthusiasts think
classic cars have timeless design, technological or nostalgic value, and
embrace the idea of modern classics. But if you’re using car tax
exemption as a cut-off point, then any car that’s aged 40 years or older
is a classic. If, however, you ask HMRC for a definition, then it’s
anything that’s at least 15 years old and worth a minimum of £15,000.
Ask a random selection of insurance providers and they’ll probably all
tell you something different.... Courtesy Dan Huston
At what point in time does an old car become a Classic? That is the
question and not easy to find total agreement.
It is easy to define a Veteran Car, as they were, quite simply, built
before the First World War. Similarly a Vintage Car was built before
1930, and Post Vintage referred to cars from the 30s until the end of
WWII, however after this it all becomes a bit hazy.
Classic Car insurance generally kicks in for cars 20 years and older
and the general consensus of opinion is:A classic car is an older automobile, typically 20 years or older,
though definitions vary. The common theme is of an older car of
sufficient historical interest to be collectable and worth preserving or
restoring rather than scrapping.

A BIT OF FUN

A policeman pulls over an old man in a pickup truck because the bed of
his truck is full of ducks. The officer says, “Sir, it is unacceptable to have
this flock of ducks here, take them to the Zoo this instant!”
The old man confirms that he will and drives off. The next day the officer
sees the same man in the same truck still full of ducks. Only this time all
the ducks are wearing sunglasses. The officer pulls him over again and
yells, “I told you to take these ducks to the Zoo!”
The old man replies, “I did! But now they want to go to the seaside.

I was walking down the street today when a tow truck driver
pulled up alongside me and said, “Excuse me; I’m looking for
the accident site involving a van carrying a load of cutlery.”
“No problem,” I said. “Go straight down this road for 1 mile,
then take the first left, and when you get to the fork in the
road you’re there.”

MOT INFORMATION NORTHERN IRELAND

Coronavirus (Covid 19) and motoring
This page provides information on the Driver & Vehicle Agency's (DVA)
services that are affected during the COVID-19 Pandemic. The
information on the page is reviewed regularly so please continue to
check this page frequently for new updates.
All vehicle testing suspended
On 24 March 2020, in the interest of public safety and to tackle the
spread of COVID-19, the DVA suspended all vehicle testing at DVA
test centres for three months, until 22 June 2020. Priority Individual
Vehicle Approval (IVA) tests have now resumed.
Temporary Exemption Certificates (TECs)
Since vehicle testing was suspended, vehicles with a test appointment
have been issued with a Temporary Exemption Certificate (TEC), to
ensure that they may continue to be driven legally on the road. Indeed,
TECs have been issued to some vehicles from late January 2020, due
to the disruption to vehicle testing caused by lift faults.
Issuing TECs has been an effective way of keeping vehicles on the
road and ensuring they can be taxed and insured. TECs will continue
to be issued to all eligible vehicles until vehicle testing services resume
again.
Eligible Vehicles
Eligible vehicles include all cars and motorcycles that are four years old
or more, goods vehicles and trailers. Vehicles which need to be
treated differently include taxis, buses, vehicles not registered in
Northern Ireland and vehicles with MOTs expired by more than 12
months. More advice on these is set out below in the relevant section.

All TECs will be automatically updated on DVA’s system and on the
Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency’s (DVLA) system so that the
vehicle can be taxed. Before the TEC period ends DVA will issue a
reminder notice to the registered keeper to book and present their
vehicle for test. It is important to note that DVA will not be issuing a
hard copy of the TEC to customers.
Automation of TECs
TECs will be automatically generated from DVA’s system for all eligible
vehicles without any action needed to be taken by the vehicle owner.
Vehicles whose existing MOT certificate expired from 26 March or will
expire before testing resumes again will be automatically exempt from
testing for a full 12 months.
For vehicles which have previously been issued a TEC, their TEC will
be automatically extended to the maximum timeframes set out in
legislation, up to a maximum period of 12 months from their last MOT
expiry date. This means all eligible vehicles will be provided with one
year’s cover from their MOT expiry date in 2020, meaning their new
MOT expiry date will be pushed forward into 2021, when there will be
capacity to test them.
Due to legislative requirements TECs are applied by DVA on a phased
basis, for different durations based on vehicle type. However, where
relevant, the DVA will automatically apply further exemptions to ensure
the full 12 months are covered. The exceptions are 4 year old cars and
motorbikes, which for legislative reasons will only receive a 6 month
TEC from the date their first test was due.
All TECs will be automatically updated on DVA’s system and on the
Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency’s (DVLA) system so that the
vehicle can be taxed. Before the TEC period ends DVA will issue a
reminder notice to the registered keeper to book and present their
vehicle for test.
More information can be found on their website:

dva.customerservices@infrastructure-ni.gov.uk

EAOVC MEMBER CROSSES THE ATLANTIC IN A SINGLE
HANDED RACE AND WON THE OSTAR RACE IN 2013 BBC
NEWS

He may have travelled 3,000 miles to claim first prize in an
international sailing race, but when County Antrim sailor Geoff
Alcorn finally docked in the US last month he was not thinking
about the glory.
The Carrickfergus man received a triple-cannon salute as he sailed his
self-built boat, Wind of Lorne II, into Rhode Island to triumph in the Eira
class of the Original Single-Handed Trans-Atlantic Race (Ostar). His
epic journey had begun at Plymouth in Devon, 58 days previously on
27 May. But after battling gale force winds and broken sails to become
the only competitor in his class to finish, his main focus was on getting
a bite to eat on arrival at Newport harbour. "It took me 58 days this
time, whereas it took me 43 days when I did it the first time in 2009," he
said.
"It is not very pleasant, it is more something you enjoy after you have
finished "I didn't have enough food to last that long."Towards the end, I
had worked out rationing for seven to ten days, I ended up having to
make that last three weeks.

"It is hard enough eating oily fish three days a week, but I was
eventually eating it three times a day "I was munching on a tin of sweet
corn on the last day and sent out the message 'bring me some food I'm
starving'. "When I arrived at Newport, Norman Bailey, who is part of the
organising committee, chucked me a sandwich."
Close brush
Geoff, an engineering consultant for Powerteam in Northern Ireland,
was delighted to have docked safely at Newport, following a close
brush with a large tanker vessel on 20 June. He said his boat's
Automatic Identification System (AIS), a tracking device used on ships,
played a key role in alerting him to the vessel.
The 65-year-old said he was unable to see it with the naked eye until
things were too close for comfort, forcing him to launch a parachute
distress flare. "One day I was in the middle of the Atlantic and a big
tanker nearly ran me over," he added. "I could hardly see over the
waves and there was a lot of spray, then I saw a big tanker coming
towards me on a direct collision course "I fired a parachute distress
flare and he spun around and went parallel with me and immediately
established I was the boat on his AIS screen. "He turned when I fired
the flare and my heart came back to normal."
Hurricane
However, his cruising boat Wind of Lorne II that he built between 1985
and 2001, is unlikely to make the return journey as it is currently
residing near the city of Fall River in Massachusetts. He explained why
he had not made the return trip to Northern Ireland in the vessel. "I will
collect it again in May of next year," he added. "It is the hurricane
season at the end of July, and getting the end of a hurricane is not too
pleasant."I was pretty tired and worn out and still quite hungry."I have
paid for it to stay at Borden Marina at Fall River, it seemed a sound
solution."
Geoff is to collect a glass-blown sculpture in Plymouth in October as
reward for his sailing success. By Ross McKee BBC News 2013

THE UNIQUE AND ATTRACTIVE BELLINI SPECIAL

I am very pleased to be able to share the above photo with you all.
This (Bellini Special Opus HRF) belongs to one of our very own
EAOVC members. Keith McCracken, who is a unique individual with a
great sense of humour and an overwhelming passion for unusual, or
out of the ordinary Classic Cars.
Keith has been the proud owner of this exciting little racing car for
around 10 years and he has shown me paperwork which confirms the
following:
The Bellini Special was built in 1993 by Nigel Kidby of Weedon,
Northants, based on an Opus HRF chassis. This chassis type was first
manufactured in 1961 and marketed through Corsley Garage Ltd of
Warminster, Wilts by Grand Prix team owner Rob Walker, The chassis
itself appears to be an early model without re-inforcing gussets around
the bulkhead although sympathetic engineering by the builder has
resulted in a later style Opus chassis.

Running gear is Ford and the engine is a pre-crossflow
crossflow Ford 1500GT
unit, one of a number of units available for the HRF. Wheels are
Hallibrand.
The bodywork is of hand laid glass fibre rear in a bobtail style
constructed to incorporate the original glass fibre tub. Engine covering
and cockpit metalwork is of hand formed or turned aerospace grade
aluminium. Fittings are of billet aluminium or brass, Leather seating
with full race harness, leather bonnet strapping and cockpit roll.
Instrumentation and ancillaries are 1930’s in origin including Bentley
(ex-speed 6) lamps and Jaeger/Smiths dash units.
Mr Kirby paid considerable attention to detail during the construction of
this special and this has resulted in a unique and very attractive version
of the now extremely rare Opus HRF. Only 16 of these chassis are
known to still exist. This chassis (NO: 3712) is thought to be the
Corsley Garages Ltd demonstration car driven in its original HRF
bodywork by world Formula 1 champion Jim Clark and Lotus team
owner Colin Chapman.

The Bellini special joined the excellent
ellent fleet of cars and is well looked
after in its new home.

KEITH McCRACKEN ALSO OWNS THIS DELOREAN

In the film ‘back to the future’ the time circuits on
Christopher Lloyds ‘Delorean’ are set with the Year in the
future that he wishes to travel to and the year in the past
that he wishes to go back to.
Keith has told me that on his Delorean he is erasing the year
2020 as he never wants to go back there again!

SAD NEWS
The East Antrim Old Vehicle Club is deeply saddened to announce that
one of our oldest members Mr. William Robinson passed away this
year. He was a very supportive club member (old school) and a real
gentleman that will be missed by all.
William Peoples (Chairman)
--------------------------------------Please don’t forget folks to let your Editors know how you are doing.
Also send us any photos of your cars or anything of interest to go in the
next edition of the Newsletter in September.

And Finally......
In the next issue of the News Letter read all about our EAOVC
members the Watson family. How they brought their two classic cars
(which originated one in America and one in Germany) from their old
home in South Africa to their new home in Northern Ireland. We had
hoped to write their story in this June edition, but unfortunately due to
the coronavirus, Llewelleyn has been working flat out keeping the NHS
vehicles on the road, which is greatly appreciated by us all,

CHEVROLET CAMARO

CHEVROLET CORVETTE

THE EVENTS CALENDAR

2020

Sorry all meetings and events are
currently suspended until it is safe
to continue. Stay safe everyone!

EAOVC COMMITTEE

